Lavockin La 5FN

Captain, K. Evestigneev(53 victories), 178th GIAP (Guards Fighter Regiment), Spring 1945
By Peter Terry
Kit: Kovozavody Prostejov Lavockin La 5FN 1/72 scale Kit Number KPM0035

Background
The heritage of the Lavockin began well before the outbreak of the second world war with Lagg-1
and Lagg-3 refinements of these early models resulting in the development of the La 5F, the later
versions of the La 5FN and the ultimate in this family of fighters the La-7.
Kovozavody Prostejovs new kit is the result of a buyout by Petre Muzikant of the old company which
some may remember as being referred to as simply KP
these old kits were basic and ill fitting to say the least but now all has changed with old moulds being
scrapped. A large amount of new investment has produced some spectacular mouldings and the new kit
of the La5FN is well up to modern standards of kit manufacture. The instruction sheets are printed
on gloss paper booklet style and in colour.
The instruction sheet seems to be in error in some way as the parts coloured in red indicating
the parts not to use should in fact be the parts you should use. Having gone through a number of
references, this does seem to be the case.

The Kit
Starting with the cockpit area, this is superb in construction and detail parts include oxygen bottles
and a fire extinguisher as well as a detailed radio set which is placed behind the pilot seat. The
fuselage closes very well causing me no problem as there is a lot to close up in this part of the
assembly. The tail planes were a bad fit and needed some trimming to get them to seat properly,
which took me some time. Wings and undercarriage fitted with no problem and fitted to the fuselage
without needing filler or sanding.

Cockpit transparencies are finely moulded and provide both open and closed versions giving good scale thickness
and they fitted well to the contours of the cockpit opening. I dipped my clear parts in Johnsons Clear to give a
clear polished effect which I find always works well.
The decal sheet is excellent and well printed and in register with good colour giving three choices of Soviet
Aces from the period 1944 to 1945. I chose the machine of pilot Captain, K. Evestigneev (53 victories), 178th
GIAP (Guards Fighter Regiment), Spring 1945.
All in all this was a very enjoyable build once you overcame the error in the instruction sheet and you trim the
tail planes to fit. I think it is wise to have good references to hand and the end result will be pleasing. I used
little or no filler throughout the building process and used Tamiya paints XF23 light blue, XF24 dark grey and
XF66 light grey in finishing.
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